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QUESTION 1

In Share the Document Library defines a number of "action groups" which determine the actions shown to the user.
What would determine the action group used? (Choose two.) 

A. The type of node. 

B. The aspects applied to the node. 

C. The mime type of the node. 

D. The status of the document. 

E. The current user. 

F. The view currently in use. 

Correct Answer: AF 

 

QUESTION 2

The NodeService, allows you to create a node with the method depicted below. Based on this information, which
statements are TRUE? (Choose three.) 

A. The path of the node is specified by the assocQName. 

B. The path of the node contains the value of the cm:name property specified in the properties. 

C. The name of the node and the path can be different. 

D. By convention, the path and the name of the node should be kept consistent. 

E. The property map must contain more than one value. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which function can be used in the SELECT clause of a CMIS query to return a measure of the relevance of each row, in
numerical format? 
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A. VALUE() 

B. POS() 

C. RANKING() 

D. SCORE() 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

An Alfresco Webscript is called via a POST request to the URL /example/mycontent/item1, relative to the Alfresco
Content Services REST API base URL. Based on RESTful principles and standards, what will be the result of this call? 

A. The existing resource `item1\\' is updated. 

B. The existing resource `item1\\' is updated. 

C. The content of the resource `item1\\' is returned to the user. 

D. A new resource `item1\\' is added. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What are the minimum steps needed to add a custom search form in Alfresco Share? 

A. Define your form using Share form configuration and add the definition to the `AdvancedSearch\\' configuration
section in share-config-custom.xml 

B. Define your form mark-up in a FreeMarker file, add the definition to the `AdvancedSearch\\' configuration section in
share-config-custom.xml, and provide a web script to handle search requests. 

C. Define your form mark-up in a FreeMarker file and add the definition to the `AdvancedSearch\\' configuration section
in share-config-custom.xml 

D. Define a web script to render the form, a web script to handle search requests, and add the definitions to the
`AdvancedSearch\\' configuration section in share-config-custom.xml 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the difference between nodeService and NodeService in Alfresco Content Services? 

A. There is no difference, these two beans are identical. 

B. The upper case bean is an AOP proxy, and injects auditing, security, and other features into the underlying service. 
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C. The lower case bean is an AOP proxy, and injects auditing, security, and other features into the underlying service. 

D. The NodeService bean does not exist. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following is not an Alfresco-supplied subsystem category? 

A. Dictionary. 

B. Authentication. 

C. Audit. 

D. Search. 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://docs.alfresco.com/community5.0/concepts/subsystem-categories.html 

 

QUESTION 8

Having obtained the NodeRef of an Alfresco Content Services Node, which properties can NOT be retrieved using the
`getContent\\' Alfresco Content Services REST API? 

A. The `cm:content\\' property of all thumbnails associated with the content item. 

B. The `cm:content\\' property of all children of the item. 

C. All properties of type `d:content\\' with ids other than `cm:content\\' 

D. All properties of type `d:content\\' with namespace other than `cm:\\' 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You have been tasked to develop a solution that will notify an external system when updates are made to certain
documents. These documents can be of any type and the content authors will make the decision if the document needs
this "notification" functionality. Select the simplest combination steps that will implement this solution. 

A. Define a new "notify" aspect with a "multi" peer association. Create and register a policy behavior that, when content
is updates, users can associate their content via this aspect. As associations are being made, the external notification
request will be triggered. 

B. Define a new "notify" aspect with no properties. Create and register a policy behavior that, if this aspect is present,
will make the external notification request. Users can simply add this aspect to their content item. 

C. Extend cm:content to provide an additional "notify" property. Create a policy behavior that will look at the "notify"
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property and, if set, make the external notification request. Users simply create cm:content items. 

D. Extend sys:base to provide an additional "notify" property. Create a new policy that will look at the "notify" property
and, if set, make the external notification request. Users can simply call an action against their content item. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which type of constraint can be used to put a limit on the numeric value that can be stored in a property when designing
a content model? 

A. LENGTH 

B. REGEX 

C. MINMAX 

D. LIST 

E. MAX 

Correct Answer: C 

References: https://www.slideshare.net/alfrescoqa/elementscreatingcontentmodelspdf (17th slide) 

 

QUESTION 11

Within the web script descriptor file, which tag controls if a dashlet should show up on the user dashboard and/or the
site dashboard? 

A. region 

B. family 

C. type 

D. url 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to execute a query in Alfresco Full-Text Search that returns only nodes with a custom text property
my:property that exactly matches 1000. Which query would be correct? 

A. The correct query is: my:property:1000 

B. The correct query is: =my:property:1000 

C. The correct query is: !my:property:1000 
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D. The correct query is: ~my:property:1000 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which Alfresco Java Public API service allows reading and writing node properties? 

A. NodeService 

B. PropertyService 

C. NodePropertyService 

D. DictionaryService 

Correct Answer: A 

References: http://docs.alfresco.com/5.1/references/dev-services-node.html 

 

QUESTION 14

The workflow pictured, shows 3 gateways. What type of gateways are they? 

A. Exclusive 

B. Parallel 

C. Inclusive 

D. Fork 

E. Join 

Correct Answer: A 
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References: http://docs.alfresco.com/process-services1.9/topics/exclusive_gateway.html 

 

QUESTION 15

A repository web script is defined with the URL `/myco/hello-world\\' in its descriptor document and requires user
authentication. Which of the following URLs can be used through Share to access the web script in the context of the
logged-in user? 

A. http://server/share/proxy/myco/hello-world 

B. http://server/share/alfresco/myco/hello-world 

C. http://server/share/myco/hello-world 

D. http://server/share/proxy/alfresco/myco/hello-world 

Correct Answer: C 
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